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[8] R1:  
[9] R3:  
[10] R1: oh have you [done search on net?] 

 

[27] R3:  
[28] R1: // university 

[29] R3:  
 

APPENDIX C 
 
 
 
 

TRANSCRIPTION OF THE CONVERSATION IN GROUP 2 
 
 
 
 

Location: R2’s living room 

Duration: 40 minutes 

Time: 7:00 p.m. 

Participants: R1: Friend / Classmate 

R2: Friend / Classmate 
R3: Friend / Classmate 

 
 
 

[1] R1: let’s talk about immigration do you have any uh / knowledge about it? (.) hmm? 

  ((right?)) 
[2] R2: hmm? / hmm? ((what?)) 

[3] R3: let’s talk about? 
[4] R1: immigration 

[5] R3: immigration 
[6] R1: which country? to compare England and / Australia I think it’s a useful topic han? 

  ((right?)) 

[7] R3: (xxx) I have uh / I have some research about uh / immigration uh / ex uh 
/ especially about (.) uh / Sweden and the // 

// have you [ever had] 

[(xxx)] Germany 
 

[11] R3: [(xxx)] yes [(xxx) Germany] and France and uh (.) at the same ~ 
[12] R1:  [(searched on net)] 

[13] R3: ~ time / India but now I don’t have any idea about India (.) [and] 

[14] R1: [so] what about / 

what about Sweden? 

[15] R3: Sweden uh / as I note Sweden was uh for / for many years 

it was free for uh foreign students / but now it’s not 

[16] R1: yeah 

[17] R3: I think 

the parliament of Sweden uh ratified some uh / rules / to::: uh canceling the / to 

cancel (.) [uh the] scholarship to [find] / gave to the // 

[18] R1: [(xxx)] [scholarship] //yes and [so?] 

[19] R3: [I] don’t 

know / [this is ratified or not] 

[20] R1: [but they / they] postponed to two years ago / [two] two years later 
[21] R3:  [no] 

no because of (.) I uh (.) I continued my postgraduate course here 

[22] R1: uhum / 

[in which in which way?] 
[23] R3: [and the:::] what? 

[24] R1: in which / which major [did you ]study? M / M.B.A.? 

[25] R3:  [M.B.A.] 

yes [and my] 

[26] R1: [in which] / in which [university?] 

[first I] worked I / uh (.) nowadays I don’t want to go // 
 

no university no to [(xxx)] 
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[52] R1:  
[53] R3: ~ / I // 

[54] R2: / 
[55] R1:  
 
[56] R3:  
[57] R2: I think that nowadays everything is uh related to polit ics 
[58] R3:  
[59] R2:  
[60] R3:  
 

 

[30] R1: [ahan / (xxx)] 

[31] R3: yes 

[32] R1: so / what’s 

  your job / what’s your / uh university? 

[33] R3: Payam e Noor ((a university in Iran)) 
[34] R1: Payam e Noor 

[35] R3: message of [light] ((they giggle)) 
[36] R1: [and] where do you work? (.) huh / where do you work 

  now? 
[37] R3: you know bank / Mah Bank you know 

[38] R1: Mah bank? 
[39] R3: yes 

[40] R1: uhum 
[41] R3: it’s a new bank that [uh (xxx)] 

[42] R1: [yes I] know it 
[43] R3: (xxx) (.) 

[44] R1: ok / uh / I think that the 

  owner of Mah is // 

[45] R3: // no 
[46] R1: no? 

[47] R3: it’s totally bullshit / it is the / the the 

  gossip 

[48] R1: uhum 
[49] R3: that // 

[50] R1: // it was a rumor 

[51] R3: yes it’s a gossip that uh I 

don’t know why / some / sites and some um information sources say that because of 
political / shareholders but it is not true / [I know the shareholders / I u:::h  ~ 

[uhum] 
 

/ but I think that nowadays everything is [related to uh / politics] 

[I think that I think he is one the 

shareholders] I think ((they giggle)) / he is one of the (xxx) arm 

what did you say? 
 
 
 
 
 

(it goes to) [(xxx)] 

[61] R1: [Rahmani] it says Rahmani 

yes yes (.) 

ok 

 

 
 

it it says 

[62] R3:  yes / I / I I happen to know / before this 

uh / statement of / Rahmani / I liked him / I I I think that / I thought that he’s a (xxx) 

of personality he’s a / his point of views are based on / truth and ba based on uh / I 

don’t know // 

[63] R1: // facts 

[64] R3: yes fact but after these / I doubt about him I don’t know 

why 

[65] R1: you changed your mind 

[66] R3: yes (sure) 

[67] R2: what’s the purpose of 

immigration? / why people nowadays go abroad everyone you know you know uh // 
[68] R1: // decided to go 

[69] R2: yes decided to go to abroad 
[70] R3: to abroad [(xxx)] 

[71] R2: [what do 

you think] about this? (.) 

[72] R3: it’s related to [u:::h] 
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[85] R3:  
[86] R1: ~ some new things 

[87] R2:  
 

[73] R1: [(xxx)] I think they are looking for / 

hum? / somewhere else / [for] some new / freedom / new [freedom]  ~ 

[74] R2: [ why?] [what you] 

[75] R1: ~ new en uh entertainment 

[76] R3: I think it depends on your country (.) 

[77] R1: it depends 

on the country and // 

[78] R3: // it’s my idea 

[79] R1: yeah and I think // 

[80] R2: // do you think 

it’s related to politics? / issue? 

[81] R3: [no] 

[82] R1: [yeah] 

[83] R2: if you live / if you live in uh the 

United States you’d uh / I think you don’t like to immigrate / you are in Iran and / 
you like it 

[84] R1:  yes of course / immigration in Iran is a usual thing / it’s a 

usual matter because there isn’t anything to do / we’re [looking] for ~ 

[it’s related] 
 

uh do you think it’s related to uh as you know Iran is a 

developed country and it’s related to this uh / uh issue that we are developed and we 

are in // 

[88] R1: // we’re developing [country] 

[89] R3:  [you know] / developed / developing country ((a cell 
phone is ringing)) 

[90] R1: developing country yeah and they are developed country 

[91] R2: and I 

think yes of course because there is / there are there aren’t anything 

[(xxx) facilities] 

[92] R3: [I think it’s related to (xxx)] thinking 

[93] R1: han? ((what?)) 

[94] R3: I think it’s related to (xxx) 

situa[tion] / people in third world countries because of uh / having / ~ 

[95] R1: [aha] 

[96] R3: ~ having vague future 

[97] R1: uhum / [in in our own country or foreign countries ~ 

[98] R3: [(xxx) yes in our own country / in Iran we ~ 

[99] R1: ~ (xxx)] 

[100]  R3: ~ have vague] future and we see / uh most of us think that uh / uh / we go to abroad 

immigration we’ll (.) we’ll uh / change our situation to better 

[101]  R1: they 
change their [situation] 

[102]  R3: [yes] (xxx) I think it’s a gamble 

[103]  R1: yeah / it’s / it’s not [a gamble]~ 

[104]  R3: [(xxx)] 

[105]  R1: ~ because the result is (xxx) because you [know] 

[106]  R3: [no /] I am very / I I have known some / so 

many people / have a / negative result of immigration 

[107]  R1: really? 
[108]  R2: where’d they go / where did they go? (.) 

[109]  R3: I know some people / in Australia 

[110]  R1: Australia and [they regret] from their actions? han? ((right?)) 

[111]  R3: [yes / yes] yeah 

[112]  R2: yes I know many people that they uh come back to / from foreign countries and 

abroad // 

[113]  R1: // maybe [(xxx)] 
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[114]  R3:  [especially] U.S.A. / uh / the united states because they 
[uh] 

[115]  R2: [where] is U.S.A.? ((everybody laughs)) 

[116]  R3: the / that economic situation nowadays and 

because of / uh / inflation they (.) uh their country they come back 

[117]  R1: I used to 

track / because I’m thinking about U / U.S.A. / ok 

[118]  R3: U.S.A.? 

[119]  R1: yes / oh yes / it’s 

/ ok what did you say (xxx) (.) 

[120]  R3: you know because uh (.) // 

[121]  R1: // I think some 

[people] (xxx) who were going abroad / for example Australia and they regret from ~ 
[122]  R3: [this] 

[123]  R1: ~ what they did / it’s because of they’re wasting time they’re wasting their time there 

and they don’t have any kind of ((someone laughs)) they they don’t have any kind of 

uh prospect uh action prospective action and / they are maybe / they waste their their 

time on uh / for example entertaining / or having holiday / maybe something / the uh 

people who are uh working there I think they uh are satisfied by that and their living 

/ their uh the way of [their living] 

[124]  R2: [if they] work // 

[125]  R1: // yeah if there’s work and uh / if they have a 

plan / if they have a plan for their living they could live better than Iran / absolutely 

it’s right I think / um for example imagine you work here / you’re working here for a 

long period of time and afterwards you decided to uh / for example resign quit it 

han? ((right?)) / and you don’t have any background (.) for you should beg uh your 

uh for example your employer to uh // 

[126]  R3: // it’s better / it’s exciting 

[127]  R1: exciting? ((he laughs)) begging someone ha? ((they laugh)) begging someone and I 

think/  it’s not worth it / for example uh I work I’ve been working for a company uh 

for a month / in uh during the day not uh [the uh] it’s (.) uh the long period of ~ 

[128]  R2: [yes] 

[129]  R1: ~ time for example two I I’ve been working there two months / and uh I only uh they 

paid me it it was really demanding and it it was really uh hard because uh the owner 

of uh company uh asked us to uh stay from 9 o’clock / 9 / 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. / for 

finishing our job / and it was really uh demanding and dis disaster for example 

imagine / you you have to look at the uh monitor / and uh writing a program / you 

you have to think han? ((right?)) / you have to think and there you you you don’t 

gain anything at all and at the end of the month you should uh they paid you only 

three / three three hundred uh dollars (.) it doesn’t it’s not worth at all because uh in 

abroad abroad you can uh earn more than this 

[130]  R3: yes / you are right but it’s something 
it’s uh hard situation in the world and here is a (.) uh is a one subject and the world 

abroad is one subject / another subject ((they all laugh)) what are you doing? (.) if / 

it’s the important thing if you go to I don’t I don’t know Australia or England if you 

you have uh license (xxx) engineering some uh courses computer / industrial 

anything else / you should start your working in a restaurant 

[131]  R1: in uh ab 

[abroad you mean?] / I don’t think so 

[132]  R3: [yes / yes] yes 
[133]  R1: because [in Iran] we have ~ 

[134]  R3: [that’s] 

[135]  R1: ~ this situation 

[136]  R3: no::: / [at] 

[137]  R1: [we] have to 

[138]  R3: in Iran uh it maybe you have uh / uh low (.) 

((he whispers)) 

[139]  R1: low salary 
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[140]  R3:  low salary but it’s / it depends on your I don’t 
know it’s a (.) (xxx) 

[141]  R1: aha 

[142]  R3: the job but / abroad it’s not you / you’re engineer 

and you’re working in a restaurant / it’s not good for me personally I don’t know it 
may be the beginning of the way and [after that (xxx)] 

[143]  R1:  [if you have a / if] you have a license to work 

you know if you have a visa han? ((righ?)) /uh it’s it’s it’s better to say if you have a 

permission / uh you can you can uh / uh you can work in your field / if you don’t 

have for example you’ve heard some someone working in a uh restaurant / as a part 

time job / so it’s because of that they don’t have any uh permission to work / but if 

you have permission (xxx) for example I have many relatives uh who are living in uh 

who are living abroad / and they are having a good / [they have a good salary] 

[144]  R3: [after how many years?] after 

how many years? 

[145]  R1: they / it it it doesn’t depend / it doesn’t depend on the jobs it 

doesn’t depend on what they deserve what what what you[ said] 

[146]  R3: [it’s] because of [the (xxx)] 

[147]  R1: [it depends 

on your] visa because you don’t have any per permission to work / you have to work 

in a restaurant / but if you have a visa uh visa for job / visa for working you can work 
whenever whenever uh whatever you uh you [like wherever you like] 

[148]  R3:  [but with any kind of] visa at least you 

should you (xxx) uh two beginning years I think / [at least] 

[149]  R1: [they / they give] you a good / give 

you a good [position] 

[150]  R3: [(xxx)] we should uh / [(xxx)] 

[151]  R1: [(xxx) they should] work in a restaurant, han? 

[152]  R3: yes in restaurant [and] 

[153]  R2: [I think] that the [foreign / abroad] uh is suitable for everyone ~ 

[154]  R1: [(xxx)] 

[155]  R2: ~ that the / they can’t stand uh they can’t stand uh Iran country / uh ok / please uh 

((they laugh)) // 

[156]  R3: // no I’m serious / that // 

[157]  R2: // I’m serious ((they all laugh again)) 

[158]  R3: before 

immigration the most important thing is uh why you should / you want to / immigrate 
(.) [what’s] the reason? 

[159]  R1: [yes] to have a better life 

[160]  R3: what / no it’s better like I said 

[the] 

[161]  R1: [it’s] the fruitful culture ((he laughs)) 

[162]  R3:  no / better life is / I don’t know it’s a / (xxx) 

item / so speak about uh / micro items no[macro] items yes 

[163]  R1: [macro] details? 
It’s going [to (details)] 

[164]  R3: [yes / yes] (.) ((someone is whispering)) 

[165]  R1: help yourself / yes / help 

yourself yes (.) 

[166]  R2: yeah / why me? ok 

[167]  R3:  why? / what what do you want (.) in / what do 

you want in your life that is not accessible and you’re searching for it 

[168]  R1: aha / I will 
tell you 

[169]  R3: it’s just for // 

[170]  R1: // let’s let’s R2 [answer] your question 

[171]  R3: [is it the] 

[172]  R2: ok I want to // 
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[203] R2: [our] have um [um] / yes it’s //  
[204] R1:  [(xxx)] // I 

 

[173]  R1: //  it’s a good question for you 

[174]  R3: [yeah] 

[175]  R2: [ok] 

[176]  R1: exactly why do you want to go abroad? 

[177]  R3: what do you want abroad / that does not exist here? (.) 

[178]  R2: um 

[179]  R3: um ((he is 

mocking R2)) 

[180]  R2: ok I think that / [now because] 

[181]  R3: [no / a beautiful life] uh / uh (.) [(xxx)] / yes / name ~ 

[182]  R1: [(xxx)] 

[183]  R3: ~ something 

[184]  R1: re / reasonable please give us [(xxx)] 

[185]  R2: [ok / I / I myself] I want to uh 

experience another culture and another country and uh // 

[186]  R1: // why? 

[187]  R2: [and] 

[188]  R3: [what ?] you are a socialist? 

[189]  R2:  and uh / the / and my /my main purpose is that 
uh I wanna go abroad to // 

[190]  R1: // have a [good (girl friend)] 

[191]  R2:  [uh and uh] // 

[192]  R3: // (xxx) 

[193]  R2: go abroad // 

[194]  R1: // here’s your duty ((he laughs)) 

[195]  R2: to catch uh (.) [uh] to catch a visa / to ~ 

[196]  R1: [a girl] 

[197]  R2: ~ catch a // 

[198]  R1: // to catch a permanent [visa] 

[199]  R2: [permanent] visa 

[200]  R1: residency [(xxx)] 

[201]  R2: [residency] 

and I think it’s so important nowadays and because of the uh // 

[202]  R1: // you 

[have to] prepare somewhere to escape 
 
 

think that whenever the [situation] is going to break down ((he snaps)) / you ~ 

[205]  R3: [(xxx)] 

[206]  R1: ~ escape [(xxx)] 

[207]  R3: [I don’t know] es / escape uh // 

[208]  R2: // escape yes uh // 
[209]  R3: // in fact 

does not exist / escape form what? / you are Iranian / you are [(xxx)] in ~ 

[210]  R1: [imagine 

imagine you] 

[211]  R3: ~ Europe you’re an Iranian // 

[212]  R2: // but that’s good 

[213]  R3: you will be / you will 

be sad / if [(xxx)] things happen in Iran / you will be happy if something / ~ 

[214]  R1: [imagine] 
[215]  R3: ~ your heart is here 

[216]  R2:  yes but uh if I / if you live / if you live if you live in Iran 

nowadays you should and you it’s obligation that you are [(xxx)] to uh ~ 

[217] (R1): [(xxx)] 
[218]  R2: ~ here any uh many lies and it’s / I think that [uh] 

[219]  R1: [face] with many lies? 

[220]  R2: and I 
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think that it’s (.) and you gonna be nervous 

[221]  R1: imagine you were in this riot 

han? ((right?)) (.) you were out (.) suddenly a bullet comes and (.) shot you / han? / 
what would you do? (.) 

[222]  R3: it really happened [here] 

[223]  R1: [you] you can find who to[to] complain? 

[224]  R3: [it’s] 

ok I (.) [I] 

[225]  R1: [you] agree with it? 

[226]  R3: yes [(xxx)] 

[227]  R1: [I agree to disagree] ((he laughs)) 

[228]  R3: but / but I don’t know in France I / I really I (.) personally like France / if I go /I’m 

supposed to go somewhere I would go to France 

[229]  R1: yeah 

[230]  R2: do you have 

any // 

[231]  R3: // no [thanks] 
[232]  R1:  [yeah] yeah 

[233]  R2: relaxed? 

[234]  R3: yeah 

[235]  R2: tea? 

[236]  R1: no (xxx) hot water 

[237]  R2: yes / you? / and you? / please help yourselves / it’s you own / own home ((everybody 
laughs)) 

[238]  R1: so (.) ok / you you choose France 

[239]  R3: yeah 

[240]  R1: what’s your reason? 

[241]  R3: no let it 

down / I think uh (.) this situation is not permanent / the (xxx) situation that the 
wanted / it’s not permanent / it’s a uh / I don’t know 

[242]  R1: so today is uh / the riot 

[243]  R3: yes 

[244]  R1: tomorrow for example // 

[245]  R3: // but I [think] 

[246]  R1: [they’re] complaining for fuel / han? ((right?)) 

/ for the (xxx) of parliaments /for example sudden[ly] 

[247]  R3: [I] prefer // 

[248]  R1: // it doesn’t have [any] 

[249]  R3: [rev] 

/ revolutionary situation uh / it exists / I prefer to be here 

[250]  R2: why? 

[251]  R1: what for? 
[252]  R3: you have to be (here) 

[253]  R1: to earn money? 

[254]  R3: not earning money / I don’t know 

revolutionary situation I I like this situation / revolution situation not the // 

[255]  R2: // you [hope] / excuse me what’s your purpose to study here / and in ~ 

[256]  R3:  [(xxx)] 

[257]  R2: ~Payam e Noor university? (.) it hasn’t [been] 

[258]  R1: [what] do you want to gain? 

[259]  R3: I think / [what] / I think if you’re searching for knowledge and you’re ~ 

[260]  R1:  [finally] 

[261]  R3: ~ searching for uh I don’t know for (.) ((someone is whispering and everybody 

laughs)) for continuing your course (.) ((they laugh again)) 

[262]  R2: ok 
[263]  R1: (xxx) (.) 

[264]  R2: ok (.) 

[265]  R1: so uh you were talking about // 
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[266]  R3: // oh yes // 

[267]  R1: // riots han? ((right?)) 

[268]  R3: I / I // 

[269]  R1: // you’d like to choose [you like (your) country] 

[270]  R3:  [yes if you’d like to /] continue your course (.) you (xxx) post 
graduate degree / I think in / in Iran you can 

[271]  R1: in Iran you can? 

[272]  R3: yes I think in Iran [it’s] 

[273]  R1: [what] for? 

[274]  R3: it’s a / a little hard to enter the university / but I 

think it’s it’s [(more)] 

[275]  R1: [it /] it it isn’t hard R3 / it’s absolutely related to you / what you have / 

what connections you have / for example for example I uh // 
[276]  R3: // no [(xxx)] 

[277]  R1: [I haven’t] ever // 

[278]  R3: // postgraduate doesn’t need any  // 

[279]  R1: // absolutely 

[(xxx) this grade have a] / need a relationship for example imagine uh ~ 

[280]  R3: [(xxx) I don’t know] 
[281]  R1: ~ my // 

[282]  R3:  // there is a serious competition in / some courses and uh all the courses in 

post graduate [(xxx)] 

[283]  R2: [(xxx) in society] / uh // 

[284]  R3: // I think [you have to] listen / you ~ 

[285]  R2: [I (xxx) you] 

[286]  R3: ~ can / I don’t know / to (xxx) 

[287]  R1: chi mishe? ((what is it?)) 

[288]  R2: material? 

[289]  R3: ((he whispers in Farsi again)) 

[290]  R1: aha / studying 

[291]  R2: studying 

[292]  R3: studying / oh my god I 

can’t remember ((everybody laughs)) (xxx) 
[293]  R1: yes 

[294]  R3: I think // 

[295]  R2: // ok I have a (xxx) 

news it’s hot news I think that / do you know Ali Mehrabi? // 

[296]  R1: // oh yes ((he bursts 

into laughter)) 

[297]  R2: accepted ((everybody laughs)) 

[298]  R3: accepted uh last year 

[299]  R1: really? (xxx) 
((they all laugh again)) 

[300]  R2: Ahmad Mohammed accepted 

[301]  R1: accepted / really? 

[302]  R3: [they accept] 

[303]  R2: [uh / one of the] / uh (.) one of the [institutes] 

[304]  R3:  [yeah] 

[305]  R1: yes 

[306]  R2: yeah 
[307]  R1: you don’t 

go anywhere [to study] 

[308]  R3: [you know] / [non] professional / they are exactly non ~ 

[309]  R2:  [no no no] 

[310]  R3: ~ professional / non [(xxx) (xxx)] organiza[tion] 

[311]  R2:  [and Amir Karimi / Iran university] 

[312]  R1: [yes] 
[313]  R3: Hamid Katib (.) 
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[314] R2:  and uh //   

[315] R1:   // exactly 

[316] R2:    and uh / Samin //  
[317] R3:     // it’s what? 

[318] R1: it’s what?     
[319] R3:  and Samin //    
[320]  R2: // Samin Madjidi 
[321]  R1: and Samin Madjidi // 

[322]  R3: // where? 

[323]  R2: small university 

[324]  R2: Ahmadi Mohammed [Gillan] university  ~ 
[325]  R3:  [university] 

[326]  R2: ~  / do you know her? 

[327]  R3: [M.B.A. ?] 

[328]  R1: [aha:::] 

[329]  R2: ye:::s 

[330]  R3: M.B.A.? 

[331]  R1: she’s nuts 

[332]  R2: yeah 

[333]  R1: yeah 

((everybody laughs)) 
[334]  R3: M.B.A.? 

[335]  R1: erected [here] ((R1 laughs)) [(erected here)] 

[336]  R2: [no] / I don’t know / I don’t know [about the major] / about the 

((they all laugh)) 

[337]  R3: Ali Mehrabi? 

[338]  R2:  uh / I don’t know but it’s and Maryam Yeganeh / 
[Shahram Behroozi] 

[339]  R1: [they don’t know how to write] a topic 

[340]  R3: Shahram Behroozi? 

[341]  R2: [yes] 

[342]  R1: [yes] 

[343]  R2: I think it’s a disaster (.) this kind of the / [this] 

[344]  R3: [no /] I I don’t think // 

[345]  R2: // person 

goes to university ((R1 and R2 laugh)) 

[346]  R3: I don’t think it’s a disaster (.) why disaster? 

[347]  R2: it’s disaster 

[348]  R3: where? 

[349]  R2: they don’t / because I think that they / they don’t uh // 

[350]  R3: // no // 

[351]  R2: // they don’t uh pass the uh / [pass the] course in uh // 

[352]  R3:  [they think] // yes in university 

[they] 

[353]  R2: [bachelor] (.) 
[354]  R3: in university [they have Konkoor] ((university entrance exam in Iran)) 

[355]  R2:  [uh they are just] cheating / konkoor is cheating / and 

[it’s] [not] 

[356]  R1: [yeah] 

[357]  R3: [it] prevents it from cheating ((R1 laughs in the middle of R3’s speech)) 
[358]  R2: I think 

that R3 is a / very I think that very // 

[359]  R1:  // very optimist  (.) you are so optimistic to 

[Konkoor] 

[360]  R3: [no no] // 
[361]  R2: // no / he’s very uh / qualified to uh // 

[362]  R1: // talented 

[363]  R2: talented 
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and qualified to [uh] 

[364]  R1: [enter] the [(xxx) han?] ((righ)) 

[365]  R2: [continue] master in a good university [and] 
[366]  R1:  [I] think 

[he is really] /  he’s always serious about uh / uh / really? 

[367]  R2: [I think that] oh yes 

[368]  R1: really / 

he’s really serious and he is [really] sabet ghadam ((persistent)) 

[369]  R2: [ok] ok // 

[370]  R3: // no // 

[371]  R2: // please uh (.) // 

[372]  R3: // they uh / yes you’re right they uh / uh (.) B.A. / B.A.? yes? 

license [(xxx)] 

[373]  R2: [bachelor] uh // 

[374]  R3: // the [(xxx)] 

[375]  R2: [bachelor / bachelor of science] yes 

[376]  R1: yes 

B.S. 

[377]  R2: ok 

[378]  R3: B.S. / they were not good students (.) but in / for [Konkoor] 

[379]  R1: [suddenly] they had a 

[Revolution] 

[380]  R3: [yes] / [(xxx)]yes [yes] 
[381]  R2:  [suddenly] 

[382]  R1: [released] // 

[383]  R2: //  Mahtab Dohi // 

[384]  R3: // they couldn’t // 

[385]  R2: // they always // 

[386]  R1: // they they were always under something ((they laugh)) 

[387]  R3: it’s not // 

[388]  R2: // all the time in the streets / yeah / it’s not / it’s not fair it’s not reasonable I think 
[it’s] just cheating 

[389]  R1: [yeah] absolutely / [it’s] 

[390]  R2: [Mazdak] Abasi 

[391]  R3: it’s not a good 

reason (.) you know 

[392]  R2: [why?] 

[393]  R1: [we can] // 

[394]  R3:  // we couldn’t / they could (.) why? that // 
[395]  R2: // ok I [have / I have a] 

[396]  R3: [they had konkoor] ((university entrance exam)) (xxx) [(xxx)] 

[397]  R2:  [I have] one 

example in / my friend that they uh // 

[398]  R3: // in konkoor [they don’t announce] 

[399]  R2: [they buy /] they buy 

uh (.) 

[400]  R3: yes 

[401]  R2: they buy [entrance] 

[402]  R3: [(xxx)] percent in [konkoor is (xxx)] 

[403]  R2: [they buy entrance] exam 
[404]  R3:   come again? 

[405]  R2: they they buy entrance [exam] 

[406]  R3: [I want] to give you an example 

[407]  R1: yes 

[408]  R2:   yes / I [know] 

[409]  R1: [there] is / there are many [examples] 

[410]  R3: [yes I]  [know] 
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[411]  R2:  [there] are examples / why you’re / I 

think that you / you [just] 

[412]  R3: [this / this] tight / this tight place this tight [(xxx)] 

[413]  R1:  [ok] / please 

change // 

[414]  R2: // change [the issue and we / we can] we can spoke / yes we can ~ 

[415]  R3: [it’s really it’s really because of the] 

[416]  R2:   ~ spak / spoke 

[417]  R1: spak ((everybody laughs)) 

[418]  R2: we can speak about uh / girls uh // 

[419]  R3: // no / it’s 

[(xxx)] 

[420]  R2: [what’s your idea R3] about / uh marriage? 

[421]  R1: would you like to speak would 

you like to speak / R3 / for example would you like to translate it for us? ((everybody 
laughs)) 

[422]  R3: I think it’s a good (xxx) ((they continue laughing)) (.) 

[423]  R1: it’s // 

[424]  R3: // (xxx) 

[425]  R1:   it’s a good topic huh? 

[426]  R3: well / I think yeah we couldn’t accept in a / good 

university for B.A. / but  they could 

[427]  R1: no // 

[427]  R2: // they could? / they / Sara Karimian 

was accepted uh at [Isfahan University] 
[429]  R3: [yeah / yeah uh I I] / I I saw Sara [Karimian] 

[430]  R1: [(xxx) accept] / accepted 

[at university] 

[431]  R3:   [why not?](.) and she [studied] so hard and was accepted 
[432]  R1: [why not?] 

[433]  R2: studied 

so hard? 

[434]  R3: maybe they [did something / maybe (xxx) more than us] 

[435]  R2: [they don’t they don’t they didn’t / they didn’t study 
anything] 

[436]  R1: please / please // 

[437]  R3: // [you’re certain that (xxx)] 

[438]  R2: [(xxx)] 

[439]  R1: don’t speak 

together 

[440]  R2: before / in the bachelor and [the /u:::h] always (.) // 

[441]  R3:  [yes in bachelor] 

[442]  R1: // yes date / 
[don’t (xxx)] / back up R3/ how could you / how could you for example / uh ~ 

[443]  R2:   [date] 

[444]  R1:   ~ cover all the / four years in one year? (.) four years in one year and suddenly they 

change[ that] 

[445]  R2: [I accept] that / [Maryam Zamani] uh / is related with you in ~ 

[446]  R1: [accepted in (xxx)] 

[447]  R2:   ~ [uh] some // 

[448]  R3: [ok] //  I / I [I really disagree] 
[449]  R2: [sometimes /] I don’t know why you defend uh / uh // 

[450]  R3:   // no / [it’s] not a defense (.) I think we uh / I uh (.) it’s not defending (.) ~ 
[451]  R1: [yes] 

[452]  R3:   ~ [(xxx) and] 

[453]  R2: [yes] she is // ((he giggles)) 

[454]  R3: //  may maybe he 

[455]  R1: she wants to be an [(xxx)] 
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[456]  R2: [I think she’s] he 

((everybody laughs)) 

[457]  R1: maybe she’s a guy / ok you have a bad / you have a / you have // 
[458]  R3:   // I don’t know what // 

[459]  R2: // you have had a bad [experience / ok] 

[460]  R3: [(xxx) it’s not] a defense / someone is 

accepted at university and we cannot / we say that this uh / I don’t know this 

[situation (xxx)] 

[461]  R1:   [so why why she couldn’t] / why / why didn’t she / why can’t she / huh / why 

couldn’t she / vow / why / why couldn’t she uh enroll to / there is a word / admission 

han? ((right?)) 
[462]  R3: yes 

[463]  R1:  why didn’t she? / accepted in that admission 

han? ((right?)) 

[464]  R3: it’s it’s a thoroughly I don’t know different subject I think 

[465]  R1:   I want to know [what they have huh?] that we don’t have 

[466]  R3:  [it’s / most of this] most of this is related 

to / me myself (.) 

[467]  R1: [why?] 

[468]  R3: [I don’t] believe that I can you know 

[469]  R1: ahan / they 

[they] believed huh? / [they]believed in themselves? 

[470]  R3:   [yes] [yes] maybe 

[471]  R1: yes [of course] 

[472]  R3: [I don’t 

know] / I don’t know maybe they are talented persons 

[473]  R1: really? 

[474]  R3: I don’t 

know 

[475]  R1: talented persons / suddenly / it’s really / weird for me / suddenly they found 

their talent [huh?] 

[476]  R3: [some] people can / simultaneously be uh / talented and be uh (.) // 

[477]  R2:   // odd 

[478]  R1: it’s true ((they laughs)) 

[479]  R3: it no need to have any / conclusion [about] 

[480]  R2:  [yes /] they 

don’t need any (barriers) huh? ((right?)) 
[481]  R3: it’s uh the / it is the uh / real the (.) 

subject / subject that we think 

[482]  R1: aha / (that matters) 

[483]  R3: yes most of the uh / girls 

that have uh (.) (xxx) in study and listening is uh // 
[484]  R1: // they’re good 

[students] ha? 

[485]  R3:   [yes] high level 

[486]  R1: so they hadn’t / they hadn’t [it] 

[487]  R3: [I] know so 

many people in this / you know [you] 

[488]  R2: [ok] (.) [(xxx)] 

[489]  R1:  [they hadn’t been able] to go to the / 

[they] hadn’t been [(xxx) noch] ((he shows frustration by saying “noch”)) 
[490]  R2:   [yes] 

[491]  R3: [(xxx)] 

[492]  R2: konkoor is foolish 

[493]  R1: yes 

[494]  R3: yes /[yes  konkoor is] 

[495]  R2: [a foolish match] 
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/ and uh / can you believe that uh / this year we have a / (xxx) boy / in Tehran 

university with / with seven thousand (.) hum? / range / his range is seven thousand 

(.) 

[496]  R1: (xxx) 

[497]  R2: yes 

[498]  R1: yes I mean [(xxx)] 

[499]  R2: [they (xxx)] now 

[500]  R1: he’s in Tehran 

and // 

[501]  R2: // yes 

[502]  R1: this is because of his connection (.) 

[503]  R3: no 

[504]  R1: ha? 

[505]  R3: no system 

[506]  R1:   yes system 

[507]  R3: (xxx) system 

[508]  R1: ahan (.) 

[509]  R3: somewhere / I’m (.) // 

[510]  R2: // no he’s talented 

/ no (.) 

[511]  R1: it’s not talent ha? / so (.) // 
[512]  R2:  // ok 

[513]  R3: ok (.) I want to uh // 

[514]  R1: // let it off 

[515]  R3:   yes let if off and uh // 

[516]  R1: // (study) 

[517]  R2: be happy [man] 

[518]  R1: [(xxx)] ((they laugh)) 

[519]  R3: (xxx) 

[520]  R2: ok 

[521]  R1: you were / 

you were asking [R2] 

[522]  R3: [studying] / put it out / study study 

[523]  R2: ok (.) we can change 

[524]  R3:   (xxx) 

[525]  R1: are you looking for something? / ha? (.) would you please / don’t steal 

anything 

[526]  R3: I won’t ((they murmur)) 

[527]  R1: R2 just likes girls / [ha?] ((right?)) 

[528]  R3: [just] like girls and speak about them 

[529]  R1:   and and [and] 

[530]  R2: [I] date girls [(xxx)] 
[531]  R1: [and somehow] he likes / males han? ((right?)) 

[532]  R3: shut up 

((they laugh)) you hate girls? shut up ((they laugh again)) 

[533]  R2: why shut up? ((they laugh)) no / I 

think that nowadays girls so uh / date // 

[534]  R3: // they change [(xxx)] 

[535]  R2: [(xxx)] 

[536]  R1: [(xxx)] somewhere 

/ someone who is [bigger] than girls / bigger than girl and rich ha? 

[537]  R3: [o:::h] 

 
women? 

[538]  R1: yeah / absolutely women / serious 

o:::h (.) 

[539]  R2: ok / R3 (.) what’s your plan 

about marriage? / do you have any plans? (.) 

[540]  R3: honestly I don’t like it 
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[541]  R2:   you don’t like it? 
[542]  R3: no 

[543]  R2: why? (.) 

[544]  R1: please try 

[545]  R2: I think that [now] 

[546]  R3: [(at least)] try 

[547]  R2: I think 

that [now] 

[548]  R3: [are you]Turkish? ((Turkish refers to stupid people)) 
[549]  R1:  ha? 

[550]  R3: I think // 

[551]  R2: // all agree ((they laugh)) (.) 

[552]  R1: ok (.) 

[553]  R2:   I think that you and Mohammad uh / they could be a good couple 

[554]  R1: couple (.) 

[555]  R2: and // 

[556]  R3:   // no / [(xxx)] I love men // 

[557]  R2: [go to Canada and] // the united states 

[558]  R3: with blue eyes 

[559]  R1: really? 

[560]  R3:   yeah 

[561]  R1: blue eyes? 

[562]  R3: yeah 

[563]  R1: [(xxx)] 

[564]  R2: [I can use] lenses ((everybody laughs)) 

[565]  R1: ok ((laughter continues)) 

lens yes 

[566]  R2: anything else? ((they murmur something)) 

[567]  R1: (I can what?)  // 

[568]  R3: // you know the // ((murmur 

continues)) 

[569]  R1:   // yes / there’s only once (.) maybe we can call some people (.) 

[570]  R3: he’s not rich 

[571]  R1:   he’s not rich? 

[572]  R3: yes 

[573]  R2: oke:::y / [what’s your idea] 

[574]  R1: [so what’s your position?] Could be? (.) 

[575]  R2: but 

[I think] 

[576]  R3:   [it’s none] of your business ((they laugh)) 

[577]  R2: but I think that // 

[578]  R1: // none of your business 
[579]  R2: but 

I think that uh (.) uh / money is not important and many other [things] / ye:::s 

[580]  R3: [(xxx)] 

[581]  R1:   for example faithfulness ha? 

[582]  R2: faithfulness 

[583]  R1: yeah 

[584]  R2: R3 is so faithful 

[585]  R1:   yeah / yes? ((he laughs)) 

[586]  R2: I ask // 
[587]  R1: // (xxx) / really (xxx) 
[588]  R3: what’s faithful? 

[589]  R1: ha? 

[590]  R3: what’s 

faithful? 

[591]  R1: (xxx) ((he laughs)) you 

[592]  R2: ok / you can ask // 
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[593]  R1: // it’s like / like a // 

[594]  R2:   // you can ask  Maryam / Moghimi 

[595]  R3: ahan / faithful [(xxx)] 

[596]  R1: [o:::h] 

[597]  R3: what? / shut 

the fuck off ((everybody laughs)) 

[598]  R2: ok 

[599]  R3: what did you say? 

[600]  R2: Maryam Moghimi 

[601]  R1: o:::h 

[602]  R2: ok [what] 

[603]  R3: [very] 

very very good 

[604]  R2: ok / [I / I / I saw /] [I saw her] 

[605]  R1: [who’s she? / who’s she?] 

[606]  R3: [(xxx)] (xxx) 

[607]  R1:   who is she? ha? 

[608]  R2: one of uh // 

[609]  R3: // she’s a zero 

[610]  R2: she / yeah ((everybody laughs)) 

[611]  R1: hero? 

[612]  R2: hero / yeah 

[613]  R3:   this subject (.) 
[614]  R2: lost 

[615]  R1: gone 

[616]  R2: R3 is / [R3 is a (xxx)] 

[617]  R1: [so what happened?] 

[618]  R2: [oke:::y] 

[619]  R3: [who?] 

[620]  R1:   what [happened to her?] 

[621] R2:  [one year /] a year saw uh at university two weeks ago (.) she said uh / and she 
(.) // 

[622]  R3: // fat yeah? 

[623]  R2: no / one week no two weeks ago 

[624]  R1: you said two 

days ago 

[625]  R3: calling her [(xxx)] ((he giggles)) 

[626]  R2: [one day she] / she uh / called me she called uh Hamed Abdoli 

(.) she’s so nice and [(xxx)] 

[627]  R3: [o:::h] 

[628]  R1: you had told me (.) (she wears) 

glasses [(xxx)] 
[629]  R2: [glasses] 

[630]  R3: [your neighbors?] your neighbor? 

[631]  R2: so // 

[632]  R1: // his neighbor in 

Babol ((a city in Iran)) 

[633]  R3: she’s she’s uh // 

[634]  R2: // no // 

[635]  R3: // he? / Maryam? 
[636]  R2: Maryam Moghimi 

[637]  R3:   she’s [old] 

[638]  R2: [she] uh no uh / she uh / is bigger than us / you know [one year] 

[639]  R3:  [was she] 

she was that girl / Maryam Mosadri? 
[640]  R2: one girl I don’t know you uh you 

[(know her) or] you didn’t 
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[641]  R3:   [aha / (xxx)] the friend of her / uh the friend of her huh? (.) one 
of the friends of her / [(xxx)] 

[642]  R2: [yes] and [she’s] 

[643]  R1: [so what] about? ((they laugh)) no it is related to the 

(xxx) 

[644]  R2: no / ok you can’t understand about / about my [(xxx)] 

[645]  R3: [you said me you said me] 

this one is a (.) ((cell phone is ringing)) 

[646]  R2: ok 

[647]  R3: you said // 

[648]  R2: // who’s she? 

[649]  R1: it’s not she 

[650]  R2:   yes exactly she ((they laugh)) 

[651]  R3: you said Yasi? / you said [Yasi?] (xxx) 

[652]  R1: [n:::o] 

[653]  R2: no / Maryam 

Moghimi / I / I saw her in university 

[654]  R3: when? 

[655]  R2: uh / Babol 

[656]  R3: no when? 

[657]  R2: two 

weeks ago (.) and she is so uh / umm nice I think that / I  uh / cong / congratulate you 

[658]  R3: o:::h 

[659]  R2: because / because of your taste ((they giggle)) 

[660]  R3: oh you (.) didn’t see / 

her you didn’t remember her (.) 

[661]  R2: you saw (xxx)? 

[662]  R3: yes? yes? / 

formally you don’t remember her 

[663]  R2: no I / I ask / I ask Hamed  Fakhri // 

[664]  R3:   // who is Hamed Fakhri? 

[665]  R2: he’s uh / [he’s in agriculture university] ~ 

[666]  R3: [(xxx)] ((everybody laughs)) 

[667]  R2:   ~ agriculture he / he’s uh now // 

[668]  R3: // (xxx) university ha? 

[669]  R2: yes (.) Mrs. Miladi 

((they laugh)) 
[670]  R1:   Mrs. Miladi what? 

[671]  R2:  Hamed Fakhri / he was apple polishing / he was apple 

polishing Mrs. Miladi ((he giggles)) ok // 

[672]  R3: // who’s Miladi? 

[673]  R2:   [(xxx)] 
[674]  R1:   [(xxx)] / please help yourselves 

[675]  R3: yeah ((they laugh)) (.) Miladi? / who’s 

Miladi? 

[676]  R1: what? ((they laugh)) (.) 

[677]  R3: o:::h (.) 

[678]  R1: ok 

[679]  R2: ok 

[680]  R3: oh / my god 
[681]  R1:   ok / [let’s find]another topic / [let’s talk about] yes 

[682]  R2: [you need to go] [another subject?] about uh / 

about another subject ((they laugh)) (.) what do you (.) ok uh gentlemen we are uh / 

[in the] 

[683]  R1:   [gentlemen] you should buy the book / but [it is]useless / we have a / we ~ 
[684]  R2: [uhum] 
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[685]  R1:   ~ had a teacher uh / whenever he comes to our class he came to ours class he told us 

uh / gentlemen listen to me / you have to buy the books / you should for example 

go to uh / jun jungle pub uh // 

[686]  R3: // publication 

[687]  R1: pub / ha? 

[688]  R3: publication 

[689]  R1: publication 

/ of course / or maybe zabankadeh ((another publication)) / I asked him uh I want to 

buy one version of that and one volume of all the books that you have and but (.) it’s 
useless 

[690]  R3:  but it’s useless / he’s useless / so what why should ((he laughs)) you do 

that? ((they laugh)) 

[691]  R1: but it’s useless ((imitating his teacher’s tone)) 

[692]  R3:  [ok] 

[693]  R2: [ok] uh / wa // 

[694]  R3: // let’s [talk about] 

[695]  R2: [(xxx)] what’s the good news // 

[696]  R3:   // what about [(xxx)] 

[697]  R2: [what] // 

[698]  R1: // let’s talk about what 

[699]  R2: what?  ((everybody laughs)) 

[700]  R1:   as you guys have noticed) ((they laugh)) (xxx) doesn’t have any benefits for us so / 

maybe we [can] 

[701]  R2: [ok /] we’re invited for dinner uh / [this] place / yes of / [of course ~ 

[702]  R3: [really?] [(xxx)] 

[703]  R2:   ~ yes Ms. Lalami is] so uh // 

[704]  R1: // kind? ((they giggle)) 

[705]  R2: kind and uh // 

[706]  R1: // so extravagant? 

[707]  R2:   generous 

[708]  R1: generous and [extravagant] 

[709]  R2: [yes /] extravagant and uh // 

[710]  R3: // hos / hostility? 

[711]  R1:   hos / hospitality 

[712]  R2: hospitality 

[713]  R3: hos / pit // 

[714]  R1: // (it [really became hard)] 

[715]  R3: [hospitable ha?] hospitable / yes I 

told that (.) ((someone coughs)) 

[716]  R1: ok of course // 

[717]  R2: // ok uh // 

[718]  R1: // ladies and 

gentlemen let’s talk about ((everybody laughs)) 

[719]  R3: we can lie there // 

[720]  R1: // (lucky they don’t see us) 
[721]  R3:   ok it’s enough of talking go home ((everybody laughs)) 

[722]  R1:  I haven’t had that kind of sense (xxx) 

speaking and afterwards going to [action] 

[723]  R3: [ make] some (xxx) sound ((everybody laughs)) 

[724]  R2:   it needs some breaking ((they laugh)) 

[725]  R3: let’s / let’s make (that choice) 
[726]  R1: (xxx)  make it (.) 

((he coughs)) so // 

[727]  R3: // ok 

[728]  R1: knock the door and ask her to come back 

[729]  R2: why? 

[730]  R1:   I think that’s enough ha? 
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[731]  R2: no it’s not enough ((they laugh)) ok / we have 

another issue [I think that] nowadays uh // 

[732]  R1: [look and check the time] 

[733]  R3: // it’s just two minutes / 

remained (.) 

[734]  R2: ok / we can 

[735]  R1: ladies and gentlemen // 

[736]  R2: // (xxx) 

[737]  R1: disagree (xxx) 

((they laugh)) 

[738]  R3:   madam and monsieur ((they laugh)) 
[739]  R1: oke:::y 

[740]  R2: yes [(xxx)] 

[741]  R1: [(xxx)] gentlemen // 

[742]  R3: // (xxx) [(xxx)] 

[743]  R1: [we still] 

have time we still have time and we have facilities on this / uh table / whenever they 

/ we are going to run out run out [of the] 

[744]  R2:  [yeah] we can eat uh everything / anything you 
[want] (.) 

[745]  R3:   [(xxx)] ((he murmurs something)) 

[746]  R1: oh really something that // 

[747]  R2: // what 

you [want?] 

[748]  R3: [(xxx)] is not on the table ((they laugh)) 
[749]  R1: facilities / Hamid is // 

[750]  R3: // (xxx) in cinema 

[751]  R2:   eat banana 

[752]  R1: what? 

[753]  R2: what do you think about banana? (.) 

[754]  R1: uh it’s a kind 

of it’s good tasted 

[755]  R3: yes // 

[756]  R2: // it’s useless 

[757]  R3: but / yes it’s useless but I think 

somehow when it becomes your uh // 

[758]  R2: // co [(xxx)] 

[759]  R3: [case] cases the cases / you are 

using them and the ((he bursts into laughter and they all laugh)) 

[760]  R1: what do you think 

abou:::t (.) 

[761]  R2: ok / issue /[(xxx)] 

[762]  R1:  [make us an issue] R3 / you are out generated ((he laughs)) 

make issue 

[763]  R2: I thought you’re so talented 
[764]  R1: yeah / [we were thinking] // 

[765]  R3: [ok about] // 

[766]  R2: // uh we can / do 

you know // 

[767]  R1: // work // 

[768]  R2: // would you please [speak about your] 

[769]  R1: [what do you do? ha?] / no let’s talk 

about R2 / what are you doing? / and why are you here? 

[770]  R2: it’s none of your 

business shut up ((they laugh)) go on 

[771]  R1: really 

[772]  R3: gone / 

[shut up] 
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[773]  R2:   [would you] please speak about your [u:::h] 

[774]  R1: [you want] to supervise the situation ha? 

[775]  R2: your  / your um / about uh / girl in your uh [office] 

[776]  R1: [ leave] the girls baba ((baba ironically 

means come on)) 

[777]  R3:   a:::h / you gave me shock ((they laugh)) 

[778]  R2: you bee:::p 

[779]  R1: (xxx) ((they all laugh)) 

[780]  R3:   young girl girl (.) 

[781]  R1: so / [where is the (xxx)?] 

[782]  R2: [I mean / adult girl] ((they laugh)) 

[783]  R3: this is / for research not for ((they 

laugh)) 

[784]  R1:   (xxx) [(xxx)] (xxx) ((he babbles)) (.) 

[785]  R2: [I think I can] 

[786]  R3: ok / we can uh speak abou:::t // 

[787]  R1:   // yes speak around 

[788]  R3: to be the / yes ((they laugh)) 

[789]  R2: we have a we have a / ((he clears his 

throat)) we had a classmate and suddenly he went to // 

[790]  R3: // England 

[791]  R1:   he went to be friend with some tutors / with some [tutors] 

[792]  R3: [what?] / in our institute? 

[793]  R2:   yes in our [institute] 

[794]  R1: [and I think] she was so uh / friendly uh / she was so::: [hot / ho hot / hot] 
[795]  R3:  [tutor? tutor?] 

[796]  R2:   tutor  [yes] 

[797]  R1: [tutor] means [instructor] and teacher 

[798]  R2: [teacher] 

[799]  R3: tutor ok ((he says the word with 

another accent)) 
[800]  R1:   tuto:::r ((they laugh)) 

[801]  R3: I / I / I think this is tutor 

[802]  R1: yeah / yeah as you think / this is tutor [uh] 

[803]  R2: [it’s] 

not important 

[804]  R3: I know [maybe I was wrong] 

[805]  R1: [it should have /] [it should have our] uh / ~ 

[806]  R2: [yes you’re always wrong] 

[807]  R1:   ~ meaning ha? 

[808]  R3: yes 

[809]  R1: ok / and uh suddenly he speaking at my desk / uh / “so 

what’s your idea about the / the Ms. Ms. Doctor” ((doctor refers to the teacher)) in 

English I can’t ((he giggles)) I can’t [imitate that] /yes I can imitate him ~ 

[810]  R2: [then he said] 
[811]  R1:   ~ but he has uh / some uh / some hard voice ha? some hard voice // 

[812]  R3: // rough 

[813]  R1: rough voice [absolutely] 

[814]  R2: [and I] think that he um (.) [he / he] 

[815]  R1: [he was] so rough 
[816]  R2:   he / he [he] 

[817]  R1: [he] won a lottery 

[818]  R2: he won a lottery / in this institute and in uh // 

[819]  R3:   // when? 

[820]  R2: be friends 
[821]  R3: good subject what’s the date of lottery? 

[822]  R1: [after] 

[823]  R2: [it’s] going to // 
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[824]  R1: // now 

[825]  R2: it’s going to be / [finished] yes 

[826]  R1:  [finished] yes it’s going to be finished in // 
[827]  R3: // when? 

[828]  R1: uh / next / in one month I think 

[829]  R3: oh really? 

[830]  R1: yeah in 

one month / you you have to // 

[831]  R3: // did you [(know about] it?) 
[832]  R1:  [write your] 

[833]  R2:   yes [(xxx)] 

[834]  R1: [yes and you / we] we enrolled yeah we registered for it 

[835]  R2: ok / it’s not 

important [(xxx) it’s not] 

[836]  R1:  [(xxx) for example] postcard ((he laughs)) you are (xxx) / it didn’t worth 
it ha? / you’re not worth it so uh / let’s check it ha? / check time 

[837]  R3:   check [the time] 

[838]  R1: [(xxx)] 

[839]  R2: ok // 

[840]  R3: // yes [it is forty one minutes] 

[841]  R2: [(xxx) so we’re] upstairs 

[842]  R1: she’ll come 

[upstairs] 

[843]  R2:   [she’ll] come [upstairs] 

[844]  R3: [(when ) she] comes upstairs we go downstairs 

[845]  R1: the time 

is over ok 

[846]  R3: the time is [over? (xxx)] (xxx) 

[847]  R2: [no no it’s not] please please 

[848]  R1: ok ok / it’s ok 

[we’re trying] 

[849]  R3:   [you want to] speak English ((with an Indian accent)) ((everybody laughs)) 

[850]  R2: it’s not 

your fault 

[851]  R3: it’s none of your business man / it’s useless [man] 

[852]  R1: [yes] yes yes / taking the 

(guard) and here / I’m going to move ((imitating and Indian accent)) (.) because I 
need something / please start the game ha? 

[853]  R2: game? playstation 

[854]  R3: what’s the kind of it 

[855]  R1:   ok / I think that the kind is (.) [what about] 
[856]  R2: [o:::h] my go:::d 

[857]  R1: ha? / [sonic ha?] 

[858]  R2: [multi party] 

[859]  R1: it’s 

about game what about / about this? 

[860]  R2: oh / it’s about // 

[861]  R3: // (xxx) ((they 

laugh)) (.) I’m hungry ((they continue laughing)) 
[862]  R1: what why what what? 

[863]  R3: koo cake? ((where’s cake?)) 

[864]  R2: no rice and // 

((they laugh)) 

[865]  R3: // maybe beef stroganoff 

[866]  R1: no I don’t like it 

[867]  R2: beef stroganoff? 

[868]  R3: jooje 

((chicken)) [I like] 
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[869]  R2: [do you] like pizza? 

[870]  R3: noch ((means no)) chicken kebab 

[871]  R2:   chicken kebab 

[872]  R1: boil / boiled egg 

[873]  R2: boiled? 

[874]  R1: boiled egg you know poached 

[875]  R3:   fried frozen egg ((everybody laughs)) so / what you’re gonna [do?] 

[876]  R2: [poach] / poach 

/ [poach] poach egg 

[877]  R1: [enjoy] what you want to say? 

[878]  R2: poach egg 

[879]  R1: poach egg? / 

boil it na? / they don’t say poach it / we can we can ask her 

[880]  R2: oke:::y 

[881]  R1:   we can ask her and I think I think she / she’d approve me (.) you know she’d confirm 
me affirmed me / affirmation 

[882]  R2: poach 

[883]  R1: I will / I will give her 

information / so / guys // 

[884]  R3: // (xxx) ((he babbles)) 

[885]  R2: what? 

[886]  R1: can I have a  // ((he 

giggles)) 

[887]  R2:   // ok yes we can we can play 

[888]  R1: can I have some (xxx) ((he laughs)) 

[889]  R3: it’s enough I think 

no? 

[890]  R2: no::: [when she] comes upstairs that is enough 

[891]  R1:  [can we have something?] it was really / it was really 
enjoyable because that but nowadays it’s going to be // 

[892]  R3: // she’s not 

[downstairs?] 

[893]  R1:   [really] (.) [weird (xxx) tomorrow] yeah /   and I think (xxx) you’ve got the ~ 
[894]  R2: [downstairs we’re upstairs yes] she’s / she’s (upstairs) I’m downstairs 

[(xxx)] (it’s finished) ok? 

[895]  R1:   ~ [cd ha?] 

[896]  R3: ok / so very good [(you know)] 

[897]  R2: [oke:::y] we can live with 

[(xxx)] / for uh [(xxx)] 
[898]  R3:   [yes] [(xxx)] ((someone starts clapping)) you are hot / you are ((he has a 

rhythmic voice)) ((everybody laughs)) 
[899]  R2:   ok / it’s so nice I think that // 

[900]  R1: // (xxx) ((he speaks while laughing)) 

[901]  R2: so::: / you need something? 

[902]  R3:   yea[:::h] / yes 

[903]  R2: [yea:::h] 

[904]  R1: yes ha? ((they giggle)) 

[905]  R3: please talk about something (.) [useful / not] ~ 

[906]  R1: [(xxx)] 

[907]  R3:   ~ [the bull shit] 

[908]  R2: [ok I can I can] // 
[909]  R1: // a new topic 
[910]  R3: yes 

[911]  R2: ((he makes a sound like a turkey)) 

[912]  R3:   what? [girls] [girls] 

[913]  R1: [speak] about [girls] ha? ((everybody laughs)) 

[914]  R3: let’s talk about girls but not exactly girls (.) 

[915]  R1:   girls ((he changes his accent)) ha? ((they giggle)) 
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[916]  R2: ok 

[917]  R1: ok 

[918]  R2: ok nowadays what do you / 

what’s your [opinion about / the girls?] 

[919]  R3: [good always they had] Daryush ((an Iranian singer)) kash (.) ((wish)) 
[920]  R1:   [yeah] / I wish we had Daryush (.) and (xxx) ((he giggles)) 

[921]  R2:   [yes] she’s / he’s so [(xxx)] 

[922]  R1: [talented] 

yeah and she would think / yes  [I think] I should speak I should ~ 
[923]  R2: [yes I should] speak 

[924]  R1:   ~ use the time ((he giggles)) 

[925]  R2: ok / R3 / what’s your [opinion about girls nowadays?] 

[926]  R3: [me ? / why (xxx)?] 

[927]  R1:   what? 

[928]  R2: what’s your opinion about girls nowadays? / do you think it’s uh she’s // 
[929]  R3:   // who? 

[930]  R2: [Maryam Moghimi] 

[931]  R1: [here / down] there 

[932]  R3: Maryam Moghimi? 

[933]  R2: exactly 

Maryam Moghimi 


